SLOT MACHINE FACTS!

All odds aren’t even.
On the I Heart Triple Diamond penny machine, the odds of winning any prize are 1 in 12, but the odds of winning the top prize are 1 in 649,400.

Smaller rewards.
It’s more likely that you’ll win a smaller prize on slots than a top prize.

Not all slots are the same.
Some pay smaller prizes more often and have bonus games, while others pay out less frequently but with bigger prizes.

Money = Credits
When you put money in a slot machine, it shows as credits. Your credits go down when you place a bet. If you win, credits go up.

WHAT’S INSIDE A SLOT MACHINE?
Slot machines are computers that use random number generators to determine the outcome of each play. They generate hundreds or thousands of numbers per second—the results of the machine depend on what number is generated in the exact instant you activate the machine. The random number generator makes the outcome of each play impossible to predict, since each successive play is totally independent from the previous one.

HAVE OTHER QUESTIONS?
Ask the Manager of Responsible Gambling. Call 306-787-2122 or visit casinoregina.com/gamesense.

Everything you could possibly need to know about slot machines.
IS WINNING AT SLOT MACHINES PURE CHANCE, or does skill play a part?

Slots are pure chance. While skill may appear to be a factor in bonus features, the random number generator inside the machine often determines whether you play the bonus game and the amounts available to be won—so it is still chance.

A MACHINE I WAS PLAYING PAID OUT A JACKPOT RIGHT AFTER I LEFT. If I stayed, would I have won?

It’s impossible to say. Because random number generators determine the outcome of each play, the results of each play are totally independent. Outcomes depend on what number is generated in the exact instant a player presses play or pulls the lever. Future outcomes are completely unrelated to what happened when you were playing.

DOES PLAYING MORE mean paying more?

No. With slots, persistence doesn’t pay off. Each play on a slot machine is independent, unpredictable and unrelated to what happened on the previous play. Machines are never “due for a win” and don’t “go cold” after a win either.

WHAT ARE MY CHANCES OF winning?

Your chance of winning remains the same for each machine you choose to play. The symbols you get on the screen are based on the millisecond you push the button. What is paid out is determined by the number of lines and credits per line you have wagered. What you wager does not influence what you are going to get on the screen. Remember that the odds always favour “the house”. Over time, the chances of walking away with more money than when you started are low.

DO MACHINES FURTHEST FROM THE AISLE PAY OUT MORE because they’re played less often?

How often a machine is played has nothing to do with the chances it will pay out on the next play. Payouts are determined by the pre-set odds of the machine and the unpredictable results of the random number generator inside.